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Check-in



Check-in: Overview
• What?

• Tool which you can use to start a class, workshop, etc. 
• (Here) Reproduced from Deep Democracy Toolbox

• Why?
• Connection
• Empowerment
• Acknowledgement & Recognition
• It shows what resonates with attendees in terms of topics and energy
• Possible insight in the “sabotage line”

• When?
• Start of a meeting
• Regularly or occasionaly
• Small or big groups, with 2 people or with yourself



Check-in: Overview – How?
1) Gathering in a circle
2) Clarify why you are doing a check-in
3) Explain how you are going to do this check-in

• Popcornstyle
• Sharing and dumping
• Using hands / pictures / nature / ….
• Dynamic dialogue
• Empty agenda 
• …

4) Ask questions
5) Answer first
6) Listen with interest and non-judgment 
7) Make a synthesis: 

1) What’s been said
2) Majority vs minority
3) Distinguish:

1) Opinions
2) Emotions
3) Physical symptoms
4) Archetypal roles

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NQrVpBD6hFtzYTg2vQ7UIYBrbSqE7FMb/view?usp=sharing
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Motivation

Responding to the 2030 LNOB call of the Agenda for Sustainable 

Development, we are dedicated to addressing challenges of (cultural) 

inclusion by aiming to improve intercultural competencies (IC) of 

teacher trainers (TT) by focusing on ‘cultural identity’ through 

culturally responsive teaching practices to improve current didactical

and pedagogical approaches.



PROJECT PARTNERS

• Universidad Técnica del Norte (Ecuador) 

• Royal University of Phnom Penh (Cambodia) 

• North-West University (South Africa) 

• Jimma University (Central Ethiopia)

• PXL University of Applied Sciences and Arts (Belgium)   



Project objectives: 
- We aim to make a difference and contribute to the principle of ‘LNOB’
- We aim for every individual to feel that they belong in our higher education
  institutes
- We aim for our university (colleges) to be places where every individual is
celebrated for one’s own (cultural) identity and empowered authentic self

- Establishing an ongoing learning community: continued dialogue, sharing
good practices and challenges, … to foster more inclusive and equitable
educational landscapes.



Activities and resources: 
- Assess personal biases and own frame of reference.

- Assess own educational (world)view, content and practices.

- Awareness of how the (trauma) brain works and impact on teaching and learning.

- Awareness of how different world views impact the learning process and how the

current practices can hold back students from non mainstream (and

disadvantaged) cultures/backgrounds.

- (Re-)designing culturally relevant and more inclusive curricula/educational

practices to better respond to the current context of multicultural societies on a

global scale.



E-course build-up 
- Introduction and objectives
- Glossary
- Diversity models
- Theoretical frameworks  
- Activities and reflection
- Good Practices
- Conclusion
- Resources



International weeks: 27-30 August 2024  & 12-16 May 2025

- Keynote
- Presentations/workshops (share, build and reflect on skills, challenges, good

  practices)
- Cultural visit to LABIOMISTA
- Pre- and post-assessment intercultural competences (Global Mind Monitor)
- Discussion and improvement e-course



Tool – Pyramid of Privilege / success



Tool – Pyramid of privilege/success
• What is success according to you? 
• Do you think privilege will help you gain success?

èGroups of ± 3-4 people:
• Write different aspects of identity on post-it notes
• Make a pyramid:

• Central question = What building blocks will help you
reach the top?

• Top = aspects that (according to your group) will make it 
easier and quicker to reach the top in your society

• Bottom = aspects that you think hinder an easy, quick 
acces to the top in your society



Tool – Pyramid of privilege/success
1) Reflect individually: 
• What thoughts and feelings come up for you?
• Which blocks do you choose as an identity for yourself? 

Which are given to you by others?
• How do you feel about your own chances to reach the top?

2) Discuss the things above in your group

3) Discuss in your group:
• What’s the identity of the students in your classroom? Does 

everyone have the same possibilities and chances to reach 
the top? Why? 



Tool – Pyramid of privilege/success
4) Join up with another group:

• Are your pyramids similar to each other? If not: 
what’s the difference – discuss your choices

• If you see both pyramids: Do you feel this pyramid 
is fair, a world that you want to live in? If not, how 
would you want to see this changed? à What can 
you do in your classroom to make some changes?



Tool – Pyramid of privilege/success
Debriefing:
• How did you feel/what did you think while working 

on the pyramid in your group?
• How do you feel/what do you think now? 
• Did the activity help you to gain a better insight 

into the complexity of intersectionality and the 
implications for education/your classroom?

• Has this activity changed how you think/feel about 
certain students in your institute/classroom? 
Discuss. 

• Are you intending to change certain aspects of 
your teaching, based on insights gained? If any, 
which and why?



Tool Theory

Success, privilege, power… 

Unequal positions (in classrooms, society…)

Visible and unvisible violence



Tool Theory
Johan Galtung (1930 – 2024):
• Norwegian peace researcher and founder of the International Peace Research 

Institute Oslo (PRIO)



Tool Theory
Structural violence = Injustice and exploitation built into a sociale system by 
privileging…

Cultural violence = the prevailing attitudes and beliefs that justify and legitimize the 
structural violence, making it seem natural. à Feelings of superiority/inferiority 
based on class, race, seks, religion, nationality, …

Direct violence = what we physically perceive à Manifests out of conditions 
created by the first two (invisible) forms. 



Tool Theory
“Peace appeals to the hearts; studies to the brain. Both are needed, indeed 
indispensable. But equally indispensable is a valid link between brain and heart. And 
that, in a nutshell, is what peace studies and peace practice are all about.”

Johan Galtung

èEvery individual within a classroomcontext contributes to its dynamic and serves 
as a valuable resource for creating an open and collaborative learning 
community. è It’s crucial for both teachers and students to perceive the 
classroom as a shared space where everybody belongs and where we can 
learn from and with each other. 

èAs educators we need to be aware of and confront systemic injustices in 
education and actively pursue positive peace!





When? 27th – 30th August 2024
Location: Hasselt – Belgium
Cost: €200

Featuring Teacher Educators from Vietnam,
Cambodia, South-Africa, Ecuador, Ethiopia
and beyond 

Interested in participating in an International 
Training Programme? 



Trajectory  ITP – Year 1: 2023-2024
Phase 1: September 2023-december 2023

•Needs-analysis for the project/platform
•Baseline on competences needed regarding educational inclusion with focus on cultural identity and belonging.
•Set-up an e-platform to create a Professional Learning Community (Teams)

Phase 2: January 2024 – June 2024
•Co-design prototype e-course on Educational Inclusion
•Staff Mobility PXL to NWU (South-Africa)
•All partners will inform their staff about the application procedure for candidate-participants.

Phase 3: (May 2024 –) June 2024
•E-course Launch (Preparatory Module)
•All participants complete GMM questionnaire (0-measurement)

Phase 4: June 2024-August 2024
•Adjust/finalise initial E-course and ITP integrating insights from the closing event of a previous collaboration between PXL and UTN. (Takes place in UTN.)
•Consulting former advisory group of critical partners.

Phase 5: August 2024 – September 2024
•International Training Program (1 week at PXL University-College Belgium) for all international partners (2 participants of each university), a few PXL colleagues (and 
international students) � All participants complete GMM Questionairne before and after the ITP-week.



Trajectory ITP – Year 2: 2024-2025
Phase 1: September 2024 – January 2024

•Analysis needs/findings based on the GMM results and insights gained during the in person collaboration week of August 2024
•Revise E-course

Phase 2: January 2025 – February 2025
•Staff Mobility PXL to UTN (Ecuador)
•Consult advisory board.

Phase 3: January 2025 - February 2025
•All partners inform staff about the application-procedure to take the e-course.
•Relaunch the e-course
•GMM questionaire for new participants (0-measurements)

Phase 4: March 2025-April 2025
•ITP-week for all international partners at PXL Belgium (2 participants of each university). Other European participants will be invited.
•GMM 0-1-2-measurements
•Evaluate second round of ITP and IC-(GMM-)outcomes of participants and discuss improvements/course adjustments.

Phase 5: April 2025 – May 2025
•(Evaluate second round of ITP and IC-(GMM-)outcomes of participants)
•Improvements curricula to pass knowledge and insights to other teacher trainers (lecturers) and students.

Phase 6: May 2025 – September 2025
•Dissemination (networks and/or articles)


